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2009-07-18 "LuaLib.The University of Iowa's Michael Gurian recently made a very meaningful realization about how to help people with disabilities: He decided to teach himself about it. Sure, he could use some tips from experts, but a self-professed "nerd" (with an IQ of 110 and a degree from MIT in linguistics), he's pretty much the best person to teach himself about the subject. "We can't
figure out where everything comes from," he said during an interview with Iowa.TV about his new book, "Learned Optimism: How to Change Your Mind and Your Life." "We don't have it documented." The book, published by Ballantine Books, explains that both children and adults who have been diagnosed with disabilities are often given a list of life setbacks or even abused as children.
According to his research, these children "begin life with an overly pessimistic view of the future." One of Gurian's main theories is that people with disabilities gain knowledge and learn to trust each other and the world in "an incremental way, not in a linear way, but in a more realistic and more human way." "Focusing on the similarities and the shared humanity of people is much more powerful
than focusing on the differences," he said. Learning to spend more time worrying about problems that could go wrong and to worry less about problems that have already gone wrong is a crucial part of this process. The primary ingredient Gurian recommends for helping people cope is "imaginary diversity." "Disability is something you have, but not something you are," he said. "You can build a
lot of inner strength if you can feel less like a victim and more like a collaborator with the world." To read the book, click here.2] During the course of the trial, the court heard additional evidence in support of the motion to set aside the verdict. Both Sanders and Johnson testified, as did Dr. Mitchell and Williams. As a result of the additional evidence, the court had the opportunity to review the
file and to reexamine the sufficiency of the evidence. Although this evidence was not filed with the court until the hearing on the post-verdict motion, it was considered by the trial judge, as was the motion to set aside the verdict, in granting the new trial. [3] The Honorable Sidney P. Kain presided over this case. [4
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